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remains: were the few poets discussed here the only female voices, or do they
represent a larger body of women's poetry, perhaps unedited and/or ignored
by modern scholarship until today? The most remarkable observation is that
some early modern women were indeed able to participate in the public
discourse on love and made their voices heard. We can only hope that Jones' s
study will not remain the only one; there might be many other women poets
to be discovered, especially in central and eastern Europe.
Albrecht Classen
University of Arizona

Petrarch, Francesco. Petrarch's Songbook: Rerum Vulgarium Fragmenta. A Verse
Translation by James Wyatt Cook. Medieval & Renaissance Texts & Studies,
vol. 151. Medieval & Renaissance Texts & Studies, Binghamton, N.Y., 1995.
445 pp. $30.00.
Whereas over fifty English translations of Dante's Commedia exist,
Petrarch's Rime has been Englished a mere half-dozen times. Of recent
attempts, Cook's is the best available, though it, too, is not ideal. Robert
Durling's Petrarch's Lyric Poems (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1976) offers a faithful translation, but it is in prose. Nicholas Kilmer's
Francis Petrarch: Songs and Sonnets from Laura's Lifetime (San Francisco:
North Point Press, 1981) offers selections in free verse and in free renditions
that are not always faithful to the literal meaning of the text. G. R. Nicholson's Sonnets far Laura (London: Autolycus, c. 1981), Mark Musa's Selections
from the Canzoniere and Other Works (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985),
and Marion Shore's For Love of Laura: Poetry of Petrarch (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 1987) all are incomplete. Musa uses blank verse;
only Shore retains the rhyme-scheme of the original Italian.
Cook's is thus the only current translation that presents the Rime in its
entirety as poetry. Presenting the work as a whole is essential, since Petrarch
not only polished individual poems but also repeatedly reworked the overall
structure to create the effect he desired. While it is probably a mistake to try
to link the 366 individual poems to particular days, the relationships between
and among the songs and sonnets are integral to appreciating Petrarch's
artistry. Thus, sonnet 229 begins, "Cantai, or piango." Sonnet 230 reverses
this opening: "I' piansi, or canto." Epistolary sonnets rr2 and rr3 are
addressed to Petrarch's close friend Sennuccio del Bene but reveal different
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states of mind. Only by seeing the Rime in its entirety can one appreciate the
context of the individual poem.
Cook's decision to use blank verse allows him the freedom to be more
literal than rhyme might permit. Students reading only the English will not,
however, experience the rhyme scheme that distinguishes the Petrarchan
sonnet. English is not as rich in rhyme as Italian, and the hendecasyllabic
Italian lines with their feminine rhymes are nearly impossible to reproduce
consistently in English, but the many rhymed English versions from the
sixteenth-century onward suggest that rhyme is possible. Cook does present
the Italian on the facing page, so at least the student may see the original
scheme. Another minor problem with this translation is that even without
the constraints of rhyme one does not find a line-for-line rendition, while
the requirements of blank verse lead to some syntactical infelicities.
Cook's introduction places the Rime in its literary and biographical context. Cook notes that in Canto four of the Iriferno Dante links himself with the
great poets of antiquity: Homer, Virgil, Ovid, Horace, and Lucan. In poem 70
of the Rime Petrarch ends each stanza with a line from a modern poet: Arnault
Daniel (rn; Cook points out that actually the line is not his), Guido Cavalcanti
(20), Dante (Jo), Cino da Pistoia (40) and, finally, Petrarch himself (50).
As in all other aspects of his life and writings, though, Petrarch looked
back to Rome as well. He was the first modern man but also the last of the
Romans. Thus, the central trope of the Rime, the transformation of Laura
into poetry, derives from the Ovidian metamorphosis of the first laurel tree,
the symbol of poetic excellence. Both transformations are impelled by eros.
The attitude of the poems, Cook writes, mirrors Ovid's Amores 3-4-5: "Odi,
nee possum, cupiens, non esse quod odi." One also finds in this work an
expression of St. Augustine's statement in the Confessiones, "et inquietum est
cor nostrum donec requiescat in te" (1.r). The introspection of the poems
mirrors the Confessiones, and poem 264 echoes Augustine's lacerating selfexamination: "Che pur agogni? Onde soccorso attendi? / Misera, non intendi
/ con quanto tuo disnore il tempo passa?" (lines 20-22). One thinks of the
Secretum, that extended lover's quarrel with Augustine over Petrarch's passion
for Laura and the laurel (i.e., poetry) that she represents.
Perhaps inevitably, the greatest influence on Petrarch is Dante. In the
1342 arrangement of the Rime Petrarch began with an invocation to Apollo,
just as Dante begins his Paradiso, and the Rime ends, like the Paradiso, with
a prayer to the Virgin Mary. The total number of cantos in the Commedia is
rno, or 99 (divisible by 3) + 1. Petrarch's sonnet sequence contains 366 poems,
or 365 + r, making the total divisible by three. Dante met Beatrice at age nine;
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Petrarch knows Laura for twenty-one years; again one sees multiples of three
in each case. Both lovers suffer rejection; both ladies die. Petrarch refers to
his poems as fragments, yet finally they are gathered into a single volume,
"legato con amore in un volume, I cio che per l'universo si squandera"
(Paradiso 33:86-87). Dante and Petrarch combine love and politics in their
work as they lament the state of Italy. Even the differences between the
poems reveal Dante's influence and Petrarch's efforts to avoid imitation:
Dante's Beatrice is eternal; Petrarch's Laura is temporal. Dante's poem has
a balanced tripartite structure; Petrarch's is divided into two unequal sections.
Cook's annotations and bibliography in Petrarch's Songbook will prove
useful to readers. His book is well made and reasonably priced. Because of
Petrarch's influence on his successors, students of English and French as well
as Italian literature should find a place on their shelves for this volume.
Joseph Rosenblum
Greensboro, N.C.

Schofield, John, and Alan Vince. Medieval Towns: The Archaeology ifM edieval
Britain, vol. 4. Leicester University Press, London, 1994. xii + 243 pp. $45.00.
Medieval Towns, by John Schofield and Alan Vince, provides a fascinating

view of the development, topography, economy, and cultural background of
medieval urban life. The materials, discoveries, and speculations presented in
this volume are the work of many archaeologists whose research was conducted
in medieval British towns during the last three decades. As the authors
successfully demonstrate, the data gathered over this thirty-year period can
provide at least partial answers to many questions about the quality of life in
medieval urban settings; they present evidence concerning a variety of topics,
including domestic arrangements, crafts and industries, trade and commerce,
religion, and the environment.
The introductory chapter provides an overview of the current state of
medieval urban archaeology in Britain, discussing both the opportunities
for archaeological work and the methodologies for this type of research.
The origins of medieval towns in Britain are placed within a wider European context, and a chronological outline of the development of British
urban life is discussed. The remainder of the book deals with selected themes
in the archaeology of the medieval town.
Chapter two is devoted to topographical factors in the growth of towns,

